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Abstract:
In today’s world, managing large businesses can be very difficult due to the large amount of information. SAP has become one of the largest Data management tools used to manage data for all kind of businesses. When there is big data for any organization, to manage it through third party databases – Oracle or MYSQL, becomes very difficult. It will decrease the performance of system for fetching data from database. In this research paper, implemented a segmentation approach using HANA database for fast access to get the count of records matching a particular pattern (Computation of Complex Reports). This process will make the system more efficient while processing data and performance of system will be increased.

The core idea of SAP HANA database is to integrate business and analytical work in a continuous direction. The main feature of SAP HANA is to use of an in – memory database server, which increases the speed and storage of data. Among other things, it can perform advanced analysis (prediction, spatial data processing, paper analysis, paper search, flow analytics, and graphical data processing, etc.) and includes ETL features with application server.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s Business always want to get very fast access of data and fast growth in market. Dynamic access of data makes system fast in real time world. SAP S/4HANA one of the SAP’s ERP Platform for every kind of businesses like small business or large business. HANA is an ERP Software Package with the main aim to cover all Day-To-Day Processes of an Enterprise (For Instance, Order-To-Cash, Procure-To-Pay, Plan-To-Product, and Request-To-Service) with Core Capabilities.

SAP S/4HANA is one of the SAP’s Biggest Update to its ERP strategy and platform in over two decades. SAP ECC based Businesses are using Third-Party Database systems Like – ORACLE, Microsoft and IBM. But SAP HANA implemented systems have its own HANA database which is implemented through In-Memory build Strategy.

SAP HANA implementation would replaces the traditional relational databases through SAP applications. The SAP Net Weaver Business Warehouse (SAP Net Weaver BW) component, which is a proven enterprise data warehouse solution, is the very first application where SAP customers can migrate from their existing database to an SAP HANA database.[1]

II. SAP
SAP become one of the largest data warehousing tool as well as business Processing software in today’s marketplace. SAP provides the best ERP (enterprise resource and planning) solutions and services. It provides the modern QuickStart approach to implement small, medium or large
businesses. It helps to make businesses implementation easy, cost-effective and fast accessible. If any Business is looking to grow and transform in today’s competitive market, SAP provides the best solution for it. ERP Management Software provides most powerful tool that helps you do this more efficiently. The Software which is available, that can vary widely in usability and its functionality.

Few Basic Functions are Finance and Accounting, Human Resources Management and Customer Relationships Management.[2]

In CRM – Marketing includes Campaign management, Lead Management, Case Management etc. ERP Includes - Business Intelligence (BI), Sales Force Automation (SFA), E-commerce and Automated Marketing. Any kind of organization, Large or Small and regardless of its industry can maintain data processing through ERP.[3]

III. SAP HANA DATABASE

SAP launched S/4HANA database in February 2015 with much fanfare, so much so that SAP CEO Bill McDermott declared S/4HANA the “biggest launch in 23 years, if not in the entire history of the company.”! Surprisingly, SAP revealed few details about what S/4HANA could actually do.

S/4 Hana is a SAP’s ERP platform. It has its own In-Memory Hana Database. Before S/4 Hana, the previous version of SAP is not dependent on Database and uses third party database systems like DB2, Oracle Database system, MS SQL Database etc. [4]

Initially, SAP S/4HANA was released as a Financial Solution for Next-Generation. The Advantage of SAP HANA Library is that it is build into the database, it full fill the need to migrate huge amount of data from outside system or use third party big data systems. The SAP HANA Predictive Analytics Library (PAL) has capability to analyse regression, time series and social networks. A best example is the material forecast of production which is based on the demand.[5]

IV. SAP HANA OVERVIEW

SAP HANA is an In-memory database platform which can be established or deployed on Premise or on Demand. Basically, it is an innovative in-memory database management system. SAP HANA make full use of capabilities of current Hardware to enhance application performance, reduce cost of ownership and also enables some new scenarios and applications that were not previously possible.[6]

As a Developer, the key aspect is to minimize the data movements. In SAP HANA used HANA database (in-memory database), can perform direct operation on data in memory next to the CPUs, application will perform much better through it. This is the Key to development on the SAP HANA data Processing platform.[7]
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V. DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS FOR SAP S/4HANA

Multiple options exist through which HANA can be Implemented or deployed.

On-Premise

An SAP S/4HANA on-premises deployment consists of Traditional in-house IT Infrastructure models. It describes an instance of SAP S/4HANA which is physically hosted on customer Resources.

Cloud

There can be multiple cloud options for SAP S/4HANA Deployment which includes the external cloud integration facility.
SAP S/4HANA Cloud – This deployment provides SAP S/4HANA functionality for establishing a customer Instance of the solution on a partitioned cloud server alongside other customers. The Functional scope is limited here due to standardized setup.

Private Cloud – This kind of deployment provides SAP S/4HANA Functionality without the need for the customer to maintain the technical backend. It is best for companies running SAP ERP.[8]

Hybrid
A Hybrid server model gives the opportunity to pick what works for them and combine it into an ad-hoc solution to full-fill their demand.

For example, an inhouse server can be suitable for companies that do not want to rely on the internet to hold their secure data, but to give users a high degree of uptime, cloud can be incorporated. So, in this case the companies priority may be to select hybrid database strategy for their maintenance.[9]

VI. ENHANCEMENT OF DATABASE PERFORMANCE USING HANA

Database performance increased by using HANA Database which means using HANA database fast access can be done. One of another option to increase performance is using Segmentation approach with HANA. Segmentation is the way to divide marketplace into parts or segments which are definable, accessible, actionable and profitable. We can say, A company can find it impossible to target the entire market due to time, cost and effort restrictions. There needs to have an accurate segment – a mass of people who can be identified and targeted with reasonable effort, cost and time. Segmentation is flexible based on the characteristics that can be created or customized depending on the unique business requirements. you can add multiple characteristics if possible. for any of the characteristics, the blank value can be made as an acceptable input.[10]

Example, Segmentation process for An Vehicle Manufacturing Organization, where finding the count of records which have been purchased for a particular market and then finding the count of recording for different vehicle type owners.

In Fig. 1.4, Graphical representation defined for HANA Segmentation. Take a small instance of any Enterprise provides global services for vehicle manufacturing. For each of the new customer an account will be created. Finally in above Fig. 1.4, Records counted which have Vehicle Colors as C1, C2, C3, and C4 through segmentation process.

There exists multiple models of same color, again can filter it on basis of model as above for m1, m2, m3, m4, if want to find the count of accounts on basis of any conditions, it can be done through filtering in segmentation process as mentioned in fig. 1.4. Here segment “Global Includes” have been filtered on basis of few conditions that have been implemented through AND/OR Strategy. Similarly for each segment filtration have been applied.

Hence, Segmentation Process helps for fast accessing of count of records for a particular category type. Segmentation process used HANA Database which is In-memory set up.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION FOR FAST ACCESS

First of all, There need to store all records which are present in database into HANA Database. To find the count of records on basis of few conditions that can be applied here as shown in fig. 1.5 & Fig. 1.6.

Fig. 1.5 Filtering

Fig. 1.5 defines the filtering of “Global Excludes”, it means in global excludes segment, count of all records excluded which have VIP Flag set. Means all those accounts count displayed which have not set VIP Flag value yet in database.
Similarly, “Global Includes” can be filtered like as shown in fig.1.6. Conditions,

\[
\text{\('YSVR' OR ('51' OR '52' OR '50') OR 'JAG').}
\]
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